
Ketten mit Bienen-Anhänger
Instructions No. 1815
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Wear your self-designed jewellery and get compliments and attract all eyes on you. The best thing about homemade
jewellery is that you are simply individual and cannot be bought in any shop. This makes them truly unique! Our playful
necklaces are perfect for summertime and can be worn with summery clothes.

This is how the individual chains are made

Pendant " "

Using pliers, first remove 5 chain links from an anchor chain and attach them
to the bottom of the bee pendant Tip: To be able to separate the chain links
easily, it is best to use two pliers. Take one to hold on and the other to open
the chain links. A chain pin is attached to the other end. At the top of the
Glass bell there is a hole, there the chain pin is put through from below and
decorated from above with a pearl cap. Cut off a large piece of the upper
from end of the chain pin and leave about 1 cm of pin from standing. Bend
the end of the chain pin to an eyelet which ends directly at the decorative
cap. Spread some glitter on the bottom of the glass bell. Glue the bell to the
bottom with gemstone glue 

Now pull the anchor chain through the shaped eyelet. You can put it on
without Chain the lock by connecting the chain links. Otherwise you can
attach a snap hook at one end as a closure.

Pendant "Glass ball"

For the liquid that looks like honey, colour a little water with a drop only of



colour concentrates. Add Preservative and glitter. Fill the liquid into the
glass ball and fix the lid with gemstone glue. Now attach a ring to the
bumblebee pendant and the lid from to the eyelet. Remove 5 links of the
anchor chain with the pliers and attach them to the bumblebee pendant. Now
take the rest of the anchor chain and attach it to the lid. Now connect the
Hummel pendant with the help of a ring to the Chain. 

You can rehang them without Chain a lock by connecting the chain links.
Another possibility is to attach a snap hook at one end as a closure.

Article number Article name Qty
672603 Decoration pendant "Glass bell" , 2 parts 1
672597 Decoration pendant "Glass ball", 2 parts 1
671194-02 Anchor chain, 1,9 mmSilver-Plated 1
118088 Snow globe Preservative, 10 ml 1
436014-03 Glitter 9er setGold 1
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
642439 VBS Gemstone glue 1
671101-02 Chain pins, with one eyelet, 100pcs., 32mmSilver-Plated 1
576673 Ornament-Bead caps "Flower 1", 6 pieces 1
671743 Stripes, stainless steel, 30 pieces 1
575195 Snap hook, stainless steel, 3 pieces 1
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